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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper proposes a 4-step approach in developing resilient long-short hedge fund strategies for 
stocks traded on the Taiwan Stock Exchange. The two hedge fund strategies developed in this 
research, namely the Hybrid Neutral Fund and the Defense Fund, outperform their respective 
benchmarks on a risk-adjusted basis over the examination period from 01 January 2000 to 31 
December 2011. In addition, both hedge fund strategies efficiently mitigate the drawdowns during 
turbulent times. The total returns on the TAIEX Index (the market proxy) is found to be a mean-
variance inefficient portfolio over the examination period. The Hybrid Neutral Fund that takes the 
advantage from both the traditional market neutral fund and the Defense Fund is found to achieve 
the highest risk-adjusted performance over the examination period. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
he relative performance of investment styles is correlated with the states of the economic cycle. Style 
rotation strategies that aim at exploring the optimal allocations in a style-based portfolio could 
provide ample economic benefits compared to a static portfolio. In the presence of substantial 
systemic risk during global financial crises, market timing strategies could be developed to provide protection 
during turbulent times. Thus, resilient hedge fund strategies that aim at both market timing and style timing 
throughout different states of the economic cycle could be developed to provide equity-like return with bond-like 
risk. This paper proposes a 4-step procedure to developing hedge fund strategies on the Taiwan Stock Exchange that 
are resilient during turbulent times, with its underlying returns driven by rotated investment styles over the period 
from 01 January 2000 to 31 December 2009. The two major market crises during this period include the burst of the 
dot-com bubble in the early 2000s and the global financial market crash in 2008.  
 
Under the 4-step procedure, we design a model based on a genetic algorithm where the style attributes of a 
stock are regarded as the genes of that stock and the stock composition of a fund is regarded as the fund’s “genetic 
makeup”. Tactical style allocation (TSA) of a fund determines the “attitude” of the fund. Protection mechanisms 
regarding the cash reservation rate of the fund, the proportion of the fund that is hedged, as well as the timing of the 
hedge, represents the unique risk-return characteristics of the hedging strategy. Two hedge fund strategies are 
developed under the 4-step procedure, namely the Hybrid Neutral Fund and the Defense Fund. The risk-adjusted 
performance of the TAIEX Index and the unprotected (long-only) style-based portfolio will be compared to the 
hedge fund strategies developed under the 4-step procedure.  
 
KEY CONSIDERATIONS  
 
As one of the fastest growing emerging economies in South East Asia, Taiwan is periodically flooded with 
‘hot money’, which has the potential of causing asset bubbles, and a stronger Taiwanese currency that hampers the 
country’s competitiveness. The local market proxy is the cap-weighted TAIEX Index with approximately 1,700 
stocks as its constituents. Trading activities on the Taiwan Stock Exchange are highly volatile with an annualized 
T 
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standard deviation of over 25% per annum. Frequent monetary interventions during turbulent times and elections at 
key support levels are expected. Dividend declarations are generally concentrated in July and August, which results 
in significant backwardation in TAIEX futures (a situation when the futures price is lower than the underlying index 
spot price). It is also important to note that Taiwanese stocks are first issued at a denomination of 10 Taiwanese 
dollars per share. This means that stocks that trade for higher than 10 Taiwanese dollars per share creates 
shareholder value since inception, while shares trading at less than 10 Taiwanese dollars per share fail to create 
shareholder value since inception. 
 
 With regard to the explanatory power of the style attributes on the Taiwan Stock Exchange, Sheu, Wu and 
Ku (1998) examine the determinants of the cross-sectional returns on the Taiwan Stock Exchange over the period 
from July 1976 to June 1996. The authors focus their research on the influences of market beta, trading volume and 
the sales-to-price ratio. All three attributes are found to significantly explain the cross-section of Taiwanese stock 
returns. The research results reveal that the sales-to-price ratio is the most significant attribute among the three 
variables under investigation in both up and down markets. The authors also find a reversal in long-term returns. In 
summary, stocks with relatively high sales-to-price, low trading volumes and low long-term returns are likely to 
outperform the market. Sheu et al (1998) attribute their study results to investor overreaction. Chen and Tu (2000) 
investigate the relative power of risk proxies and firm characteristics in explaining the returns of stocks traded on the 
Taiwan Stock Exchange over the period from 1995 to 1998. The authors conclude that either model alone cannot 
fully explain Taiwanese stock returns and argue that using either approach in isolation would lose important 
information in the pricing of the Taiwanese stocks. Cheng, Lai and Tsai (2005) conduct a two-stage test of the 
Fama-French 3-factor model on the Taiwan Stock Exchange over the period from December 1981 through June 
2002. Their results show that while the influences of the market proxy remains significant, the value effect appears 
to be weak on the Taiwan Stock Exchange over the examination period. 
 
 Shyu, Jeng, Ton, Lee and Chuang (2006) propose the use of multifactor models to develop market neutral 
strategies for Taiwanese stocks. The main objectives of the market neutral strategies identified by Shyu et al (2006) 
include providing absolute returns, having low correlation with the equity benchmark and mitigating volatility due 
to hedged portfolio structures. The blended fundamental-technical model employs 28 macroeconomic and firm-
specific variables to measure asset risks and returns for dynamic market neutral portfolios. The design involves 6 
main steps in developing market neutral funds, namely (1) finding information and determining the target factor, (2) 
sorting and ranking using a non-parametric approach, (3) calculating and ranking realized sample returns and 
comparing it to the benchmark, (4) testing sample performance and determining the long-short market neutral 
strategy, (5) predicting the return and risk covariance matrix, and (6) optimizing and constructing the market neutral 
portfolio. Based on this procedure, the market neutral fund is constructed with its performance evaluated over the 
period from January 1999 to December 2003. Their results indicate that the market neutral fund developed based on 
the 6-step procedure outperforms the total returns on the TAIEX Index on a risk-adjusted basis in terms of the 
Sharpe ratio over the examination period. 
 
FUND DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURE 
 
Style attributes of the stocks comprising the TAIEX Index as of 1 January 2011 are obtained from the 
Taiwanese Economic Journal (TEJ) Database. The back-testing period spans from 01 January 2000 to 31 December 
2009 (a total of 120 months). A monthly-rebalanced equity portfolio is first constructed as the long-only portfolio 
using the largest 50 stocks based on the market capitalization at the beginning of each month. The four major steps 
in developing a resilient investment strategy proposed by this research are as follows: 
 
Step 1 Determining the Optimal “Genetic Makeup (DNA)” of the fund; 
Step 2 Determining the “Attitude” of the fund; 
Step 3 Determining the “Protection Mechanism” of the fund; and 
Step 4 Additional “Mandatory Requirements” of the fund. 
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Step 1 Determining the Optimal “Genetic Makeup (DNA)” of the Fund 
 
The attitude of a fund is decomposed into four investment styles, namely (1) Fundamental Values, (2) 
Technical Trends, (3) Momentum and (4) Financial Ratios. Using the analogy of a genetic algorithm, investment 
styles can be regarded as “chromosomes”, which are comprised of a set of “genes” or the stock’s style attributes (see 
Table 1): 
 
 
Table 1:  Genetic Makeup of a Fund 
Investment Styles 
(Chromosomes): 
Fundamental Values Technical Trends Momentum Financial Ratios 
 
Style Attributes 
(Genes) Under 
Each Style Category: 
 
(1) Book Value 
 
(2) Earnings 
 
(3) Dividends 
 
(4) Net Cash Flow 
 
(5) Sales 
 
 
(1) 3-month moving  
      average crossover 
 
(2) 6-month moving  
      average crossover 
 
(3) Relative Strength      
      Indicator 
 
(1) Past 12-month        
      Returns 
 
(1) Earnings Yield 
 
(2) Dividend Yield 
 
(3) Debt-to-Equity 
 
(4) Interest Coverage 
 
(5) Return-on-Equity 
 
(2) Past 6-month  
      Returns 
 
(3) Past 1-month  
      returns 
 
 
The optimal makeup of the genes (style attributes) for each chromosome (investment style) is estimated 
using a genetic algorithm (GA) proposed in Hodnett and Hsieh (2012). Thus, the final candidates (of stocks) 
representing the “survival of the fittest” (based on evolutionary theory and natural selection) are retained in the fund. 
 
Step 2 Determining the “Attitude” of the Fund 
 
While the genetic makeup (DNA) of a fund determines the natural ability of the fund in terms of 
performance, the attitude of the fund is determined by its style composition. For example, a fund that allocates 80% 
of its capital to momentum stocks and the rest to value stocks is considered more aggressive than a fund that splits 
its investment equally between the momentum and value investment styles. The optimal style composition/style mix 
is determined by the tactical style allocation (TSA) method proposed by Hsieh, Hodnett and van Rensburg (2012a) 
using weighted least squares (WLS) regressions. 
 
Step 3 Determining the “Protection Mechanism” of the Fund 
 
Factors to be considered include cash reservation (percentage of the fund value that is not to be invested), 
percentage of the invested value to be hedged, and the timing of the hedge being triggered and subsequently lifted. 
For example, a fund with a market value of $1,000,000 and a cash reservation rate of 20% means that only $800,000 
is invested. If the hedged portion is equal to 50% of the invested value, the fund manager would have to hold a short 
futures position (or long put position) equivalent to $400,000 during the hedged period.  
 
On the other hand, the timing of the hedge is specified using a filter that is triggered when the invested 
assets drop 10% (the maximum tolerable drawdown filter) in value, and lifts the hedge when the invested value 
rebounds by at least 5% (the minimum required drawup filter) based on the filter rule protection strategy proposed 
by Hsieh, Hodnett and van Rensburg (2012b). This means that the hedge is triggered when the invested value drops 
to $720,000 (from $800,000). If the invested value drops to $600,000 since the hedge is triggered, and subsequently 
rebounds by 5% to $630,000, the hedge will be lifted. However, if the invested value drops back to $600,000, the 
hedge will be triggered again. A market neutral strategy would mean that 100% of the invested value is protected at 
all times. 
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Step 4 Additional “Mandatory Requirements” of the Fund 
 
Rebalancing frequency (for example, weekly, monthly or quarterly) of the fund has to be determined. 
Frequent rebalancing entails higher transaction costs. A maximum constituent weight is specified. A maximum 
weight of 10% on any single investment is recommended to achieve sufficient diversification benefits. Investment 
restrictions on sin-stocks (for example, tobacco manufacturers) may be placed by the clients. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Funds being developed include 
1
Market Benchmark, 
2
Unprotected Fund (long-only), 
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund 
and 
4
Defense Fund. Short futures contracts on the 
1
Market Benchmark are used to manage the risk in the 
2
Unprotected Fund to form the 
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund and the 
4
Defense Fund. The 
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund is 
constantly protected by short futures positions, which depends on the specified protection level (for example, 50%) 
until the long position of the fund falls below the maximum tolerable drawdown filter. When this happens, 
additional short futures are used to raise the protection level to 100% (neutral position). When the unprotected fund 
bounces above the minimum acceptable drawup filter, the additional protection is removed and the specified 
protection level applies. 
 
The 
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund is an improved version of a typical market neutral fund. The 
3
Hybrid Neutral 
Fund is only partially covered during non-turbulent times. During turbulent times, the 
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund takes 
on additional protection and becomes a typical market neutral fund with 100% of the invested amount being hedged. 
The advantage of being partially covered prevents the fund from underperforming at the peak of the stock market 
bubble, yet ready to go neutral when the bubble bursts. 
 
The 
4
Defense Fund remains unprotected until the maximum tolerable filter is exceeded. When this happens, 
the fund is entirely (100%) protected by short futures. Short futures contracts are subsequently removed when the 
long position of the fund bounces up above the minimum acceptable drawup filter. 
 
Depending on the industry structure and investor behavior in the market, strategies applying to different 
markets are adjusted to tackle the weaknesses of the local market. Exhibit 1 demonstrates outstanding performance 
of the 
2
Unprotected Fund of 50 Taiwanese stocks, the 
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund and the 
4
Defense Fund over the 
examination period. These 3 funds achieved annualized returns that are substantially higher than the annualized 
return of the TAIEX total return index over the 10-year examination period. The highly volatile Taiwanese stock 
market, accompanied by the influences of ‘hot money’, an unstable political environment and government 
intervention contribute to the limited performance of the TAIEX total return index over time. 
  
Both the 
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund and the 
4
Defense Fund consistently earn positive returns in almost all years 
of the examination period. Protection mechanisms are necessary to mitigate the highly-risky 
2
Unprotected Fund 
(Beta of 1.23, annualized standard deviation of 38.82% and maximum drawdown of -42.80%). Small drawdown and 
drawup filters (-5% and 5%) are necessary to handle substantial temporary shocks in the volatile market (see Exhibit 
2). The flexible, yet cautious 
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund is most suitable to investing on the Taiwan Stock Exchange. 
TAIEX futures is a good hedging instrument for the 
2
Unprotected Fund as the maximum drawdowns of the 
3
Hybrid 
Neutral Fund and the 
4
Defense Fund are substantially lower than that of the 
2
Unprotected Fund.  
 
The cumulative returns of the funds are shown in Exhibit 3. The periodic drawdowns are observed from 
Exhibit 4. During the 10-year evaluation period, the maximum tolerable drawdown filter of -10% has been triggered 
12 times. The adequate lifts of the hedge triggered by the 5% minimum required drawup filter have resulted in both 
the 
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund and the 
4
Defense Fund accumulating values much faster than the 
2
Unprotected Fund. 
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Exhibit 1:  Historical Annual Returns 
Cash Reservation Rate:  20% 
Drawdown Filter:  -10% 
Drawup Filter:   +5% 
 
1
TAIEX       
2
Unprotected Fund    
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund                     
4
Defense Fund 
           Level of Protection:      Level of Protection: 
       80%    100% 
      
2000 -36.41%   -20.48%   25.63%    28.51% 
2001 15.18%   60.64%   48.35%    61.05% 
2002 -15.76%   16.61%   35.84%    26.57% 
2003 25.75%   62.86%   38.98%    59.62% 
2004 3.69%   27.88%   24.80%    24.30% 
2005 5.47%   13.14%   5.47%    -1.23% 
2006 15.49%   24.08%   9.68%    17.67% 
2007 7.13%   11.93%   6.41%    12.79% 
2008 -38.37%   -30.04%   11.45%    2.67% 
2009 60.01%   72.17%   16.95%    52.01% 
 
 
Exhibit 2:  Performance Statistics 
1
TAIEX       
2
Unprotected Fund 
3
Hybrid Neutral Fund            
4
Defense Fund 
        Level of Protection:    Level of Protection: 
       80%    100% 
 
Annualized Geometric Return: 
0.35%   19.36%   21.56%    26.67% 
 
 
Cumulative Return from NT$1 (2000 to 2009): 
NT$ 1.04  NT$ 5.87  NT$ 7.04   NT$ 10.63 
 
 
Annualized Standard Deviation: 
 27.55%   38.82%   21.13%    31.72% 
 
 
Beta Coefficient: 
 1.00   1.23   0.35    0.83 
 
 
Max. Drawdown: 
 -54.17%   -42.80%   -11.38%    -18.24% 
 
 
Consecutive Positive-to-Negative Monthly Returns: 
 6/7   8/5   6/4    8/4 
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Exhibit 3:  Cumulative Returns and Exposure Periods 
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Exhibit 4:  Historical Drawdowns 
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CONCLUSION 
 
This paper proposes a 4-step procedure for developing resilient long-short hedge fund strategies for stocks 
traded on the Taiwan Stock Exchange. A long-only based portfolio of 50 stocks is developed. Protection 
mechanisms such as cash reservation and timing of the hedge are subsequently applied to the unprotected long-only 
portfolio to create two long-short hedge funds, namely the Hybrid Neutral fund and the Defense Fund based on the 
filter rule strategy. The Hybrid Neutral Fund takes on the advantage of the Market Neutral Fund and the Defense 
Fund in that it is constantly protected by the TAIEX short futures position, while altering the protection filter based 
on the fund performance. When key considerations specifically applied to the Taiwanese stock markets are taken 
into account, both hedge fund strategies outperform the unprotected fund, which in turn outperforms the market 
proxy (the TAIEX total return index). We thus recommend the application of the proposed strategies in active 
portfolio management for stocks traded on the Taiwan Stock Exchange. Further investigations into the proposed 
strategies are recommended for further research in other emerging markets. 
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